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Abstract—This paper proposes a method for the 
development of an interconnected resource viewpoint 
system in the Resource Space Model society. It reduces 
costly rework and promotes the Resource Space depecndent 
resource sharing. A synthetic strategy for constructing 
resource viewpoints and the resource subject tree are 
presented. The resource fragmentation facilitates deriving 
Resource Space views. The modeling language promotes 
the development of Resource Space schemata. 
 
Index Terms—Interconnected Software, Resource 
Viewpoint, Developing Method 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Resource Space Model (RSM for short) is a 
semantic data model for efficient location and 
management of versatile information resources with 
orthogonal classification semantics [5, 12, 14]. Legacy 
Resource Spaces (RS for short) should be reused since 
they contain rich domain knowledge and well organized 
resources. 

An interconnected resource viewpoint system facilitates 
to discover and utilize legacy RSs according to users’ 
idiosyncratic resource interests. A RS view establishes 
effective reorganizing mechanism of RSs [5]. A view as 
the major medium to reify a viewpoint provides a 
viewpoint on a resource collection. The resource interest 
of a RS schema can be represented to concept subjects [13, 
15]. The resource subject tree as a viewpoint organization 
strategy provides an effective way of finding reorganized 
RS schemata via establishing an explicit association 
between views and resource subjects. 

To enhance resource viewpoint sharing, viewpoint 
systems can be connected into an interconnected system. 
This network focuses on three issues. Firstly, the 
application patterns should be proposed to conduct the 
construction of RS views. Secondly, the modeling 
notations should be provided to facilitate RS development. 
Finally, a developing method should implement the 
aforementioned perspectives. 

Accordingly, resource fragmentation divides the global 
RS (a view) into several logical fragments derived from 
RSs. For the Resource Space modeling language, the 

mapping between syntax and semantics guarantees 
accurate transformation from logic models into physical 
schemata. A developing method for the networked system 
employs a synthetic strategy. 

 

II. THE INTERCONNECTED RESOURCE VIEWPOINT SYSTEM 

A.  Resource Space Model 
The RSM is a multi-classification semantic model for 

uniform and effective resource management [5, 12, 14]. 
As a model instance, a RS is an n-dimensional semantic 
space, i.e., RS(X1, …, Xn). Xi(Ci1, …, Cim) represents an 
axis with its coordinates (Ci1, …, Cim). A point p(C1, …, 
Cn) specifies a resource set in the RS, where C1 ∈ Xi, i = 
1, …, n.  

The three-normal-form of the RSM complies with four 
principles [5, 12, 14]: 
• The uniform resource abstraction. Versatile resources 

can be mapped into a uniform semantic space. 
• The orthogonal semantic partition of resources. A 

Resource Space RS(A, C) uses an independent axis set 
A(A1, …, An) and axis coordinates Ai(Ci1, …, C in) to 
partition resources. 

• Uniform resource operations. 
• The universal resource view. 

B. Resource Space View 
A Resource Space view with specific interests reifies a 

resource viewpoint. As a derived Resource Space schema, 
a view is an effective reorganization mechanism of legacy 
RSs [5]. Although RSs are committed to specific 
application scopes, reorganizing RSs provides new 
resource perspectives and promotes manifold applications 
with minimal customization. 

Definition 1. A Resource Space view is an virtual RS 
derived from materialized RSs recursively using the 
following operation rules: 

Let  U(A, C) and W(A, C) be two RS, 
(1) The projection of U on its category subset X(AX, 

CX) denoted as U[X], is a view, where ∀ Ai∈X(AX), 
Ai∈U(A) , ∀ Ci∈U(Ai (C)), 1 ≤ i ≤ |X(AX)| ≤ |U(A)|, 1 ≤ j ≤ 
| AX i(C)|, ( )

1
U A
i=∪  U(A i)=U(C). 

(2) The equal axis merge of U and W, (U∩EAMW) is a 
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view, where ∀ Ai∈U(A), Ai∈W(A), |U(A)| ≤ |W(A)|= 
|U∩EAMW|, 1

iA
p=∪ (U∩EAMW)(Ai, Cp)=( 1

iA
p=∪ (U∩EAMW)(Ai, 

Cp))∪( 1
iA

r=∪ (U∩EAMW)(Ai, Cr)), 1 ≤ i ≤ |U(A)|. 
(3) The union of U and W, (U∪W) is a view, where 

∀instance(U∪W)(C1i|A1, C2j|A1,…,Cnk|An) = instanceU(C1i|A1, 
C2j|A1, …, Cnk|An) ∪ instanceW(C1i|A1, C2j|A1, …, Cnk|An), 1 
≤ i ≤ | A1(C)|, 1 ≤ j ≤ | A2(C)|,…, 1 ≤ k ≤ | An(C)|. 

(4) the difference of U and W, (U - W) is a view, where 
∀instance(U-W)(C1i|A1,C2j|A1, …, Cnk|An) = instanceU(C1i|A1, 
C2j|A1, …, Cnk|An) - instanceW(C1i|A1, C2j|A1, …, Cnk|An). 
C. The Subject Tree Network 

The process of reusing legacy RSs via resource 
viewpoints is that: putting forward the resource requests 
according to their applications; finding the resource 
viewpoints satisfying desired resource interests and 
access resources via resource viewpoints. The 
discrepancy between the mental world of users and the 
virtual resource world prevents human being from 
efficiently discovering resource viewpoints according to 
their idiosyncratic resource interests (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.   Locating resources viewpoint on the networked system 

Since the interests of resource schemata can be 
represented with subjects, the resource viewpoint 
dependent networked system establishes the explicit 
association between viewpoints and subjects, and forms 
the subject tree interconnection network. The subject tree 
is motivated from the topic map community that is 
inspired from the electronic index, semantic network and 
ontology [11]. The electronic index adopts the subject-
based classification to group documents according to 
their content subjects. The semantic network endows the 
tree with adequate knowledge expressive ability and 
intuitive understanding for human beings. Ontologies 
provide the explicit understanding to the domain concepts 
[11]. 

Definition 2. The resource subject organization is a 
backbone tree Tp= (P, E, O), where P={p1, …, pn} is a 
node set and  E is an immediate linkage set on P. ∀ pi∈P 
is a subject node and p1 is the root node on the tree. For 
∀(pi, pj) ∈E, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, pi is the parent node and pj 
is a child node. Node pi can be represented as a 3-tuple 
pi(Si, SDi, Vi(<Vh, Dh>)), where Si is a subject concept 
selected from a ontology set O; SDi is a subject 
description of Si; for  h ≥ 0, Vi(<Vh, Dh>) is the view 
description sequence where Vh denotes view and Dh 

denotes view description. The backbone tree can be 
further denoted as Tp = (pi(Si, SDi, Vi(<Vh, Dh>)), E, O).  

Definition 3. The extended resource subject tree can 
be denoted by a tree pT ′ =({pi(Si, SDi, Oi, Vi(<Vh, Dh>))}, E, 

Rel}) , where Rel  is the relationship function Rel : E→S, 
S ≡ {general, associative}. 

Definition 4. The interconnected resource viewpoint 
system connects several resource tour systems into a 
subject tree interconnection network, denoted as a 3-tuple 
NST(RVT, T, A) where RVT(RVT1, …, RVTn) is the 
resource viewpoint tour system set, T(T1, …, Tn) is a 
resource subject tree set and  A is an association 
connection set on T. ∀T1∈T is a the subject tree with the 
respect of RVTi. For ∀Aij(CF, CR)∈T,1≤ i ≤ j ≤ |RVT|, i ≠ 
j, Aij(CF, CR) is the association between RVTi and RVTj. 
CF is their collaboration frequency that is the 
accumulation number of two resource tour systems 
contributing to the same application. The ratio of the 
subset to the whole vocabulary is denoted as the visit 
ratio. CR is covering ratio that is the mean number of the 
visit ratio for these two resource tour systems.  

CF and CR are two parameters to indicate the 
association relationship between two viewpoint tour 
systems and guide users jump from one tour system to 
other target systems. 

III. RESOURCE FRAGMENTATION 

In the interconnection environment, many RS 
dependent applications exist as RS views. These resource 
schemata are logically visible but actually partitioned into 
several category fragments derived from RSs at different 
network sites. 

The Resource fragmentation divides the global 
Resource Space GRS (a view) into several logical 
fragments that stems from the logical Resource Space 
LgRSS. These logical RSS are allocated to the distributed 
sites. The Global Resource Space GRS(X(C), Q, S) reifies 
the global Resource Space schema RSSGlobal as the 
structure and semantic restriction for GRS. 

Definition 5. The 6-tuple Global Resource Space 
Schema RSSGlobal(X(C), D, DOM, I, Q, S) is denoted as 
RSSGlobal. The RSSGlobal is the name of Global Resource 
Schema; X(C) is the category sequence comprising 
RSSGlobal; D is the range of C values; DOM is the 
mapping from X(C) to D; I is the completeness restriction 
on RSSGlobal; Q is the restriction on C; S is the distributed 
structure of RSSGlobal. 

For a valid resource fragmentation, the resource 
partition satisfies three intrinsic restrictions: integrity, 
reconstruction and disjointness. 

The integrity as a mandatory restriction prescribes that 
a resource description should at least belong to a resource 
fragment if it belongs to GRS. That is, if a GRS is 
decomposed into LgRS1, LgRS2, …, LgRSn, for any 
resource description item rd, ∀rd∈GRS →∃ LgRSi, rd∈ 
LgRS /S (one or more LgRSi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 

The reconstruction as a mandatory restriction 
constrains that all fragments should be able to reconstruct 
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GRS, FS(GRS)=LgRS∧FS-1(LgRS)=GRS. That is, if a 
GRS is decomposed into LgRS1, LgRS2, …, LgRSn, GRS = 
LgRS1∪LgRS2∪…∪LgRSn, where ∪ is a merge operation. 

The disjointness as an optional restriction constrains 
that any two fragments should not overlap, which helps to 
reduce redundancy of resource descriptions. That is, if a 
GRS is decomposed into LgRS1, LgRS2, …, LgRSn, 
LgRSi∩LgRSj = φ, for any i and j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j. 

The resource fragmentation as the application patterns 
guides designers to construct distributed RS applications. 
A global view is the result of iteratively applying these 
patterns. 

The mono-axis fragmentation partitions a global 
Resource Space GRS into several resource fragments by 
dividing an axis of this GRS according to the 
fragmentation conditions. 

Definition 6. The mono-axis fragmentation MOF on 
GRS(X(C), Q, S) is an operation to partition GRS into 
several resource fragments RF1(Xk(C1)), Q1, S1), …, 
RFm(Xk(Cm)), Qm, Sm) according to a group of category 
sequences Xk(CS1), Xk(CS2), …, Xk(CSm) and holds that 

(1) |X(C)|=n; 
(2) Xk(Ci) = Xk(CSi), Xk(C) is the k-th category 

sequence of X(C); 
(3) Q1=…= Qm= Q; 
(4) Si = φ; 
for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, Xk(CSi) ⊆ Xk(C), 

Xk(CSi)∩Xk(CSj)=φ, ∪Xk(CSi)=Xk(C),denoted as 
GRS(MOF)<Xk(CS)>={RF1,…,RFn},whereXk(CS)={ Xk(
CS1), …, Xk(CSm)}.  

Character 1. The MOF satisfies intrinsic restrictions. 
Proof 1. Since ∪Xk(CSi)= Xk(C) and for any resource 

description item rd: ∀rd∈GRS →∃ RFi, rd∈ RFi, MOF 
satisfies integrity. The MOF satisfies reconstruction and 
disjointness because ∪Xk(CSi) = Xk(C) and  Xk(CSi) ∩ 
Xk(CSj) = φ. 

The multi-axes fragmentation partitions a GRS into 
several resource fragments by dividing more than one 
axis of this GRS according to the fragmentation 
conditions. 

Definition 7. The multi-axes fragmentation MUF on 
the GRS(X(C), Q, S) is an operation to partition the GRS 
into several resource fragments RF1(Xk(C1)), Q1, S1), …, 
RFm(Xk(Cm)), Qm, Sm) according to a group of category 
sequences Xk(CS1), Xk(CS2), …, Xk(CSm) and holds that 

(1) |X(C)|=n; 
(2) 1 ≤ kr ≤ kh ≤ n, the kh axis is a divided axis in 

fragmentation; 
(3) Xkr(Ci) = Xkr(CSi), Xk1(C) is the k1-th category 

sequence of X(C); 
(4) Q1=…= Qm= Q; 
(5) Si = φ; 
for 1≤i, j≤n, i≠j, Xkr(CSi)⊆Xkr(C), Xkr(CSi)∩Xkr(CSj)=φ, 

∪Xkr(CSi)= Xkr(C) and the multi-axes fragmentation is 
denoted as GRS(MUF)<Xk1, …kh(CS)> ={RF1, …, RFn}, 
where Xk(CS) ={Xk1(CS1), …, Xkh(CSm)}. 

The induced-axis fragmentation partitions a GRS into 
several resource fragments by simultaneously dividing 
several axes of this GRS according to the association 

relationship between these axes and the axes from other 
reference RSS. 

Definition 8. The induced-axis fragmentation INF on 
the GRS(X(C), Q, S) is an operation to partition GRS into 
several resource fragments RF1(Xk(C1)), Q1, S1), …, 
RFm(Xk(Cm)), Qm, Sm) according to another GRST(X(C), Q, 
S). GRST(X(C′), Q′, S′) has been divided into the resource 
fragments GRST(X(C), Q, S). RFT1(Xk(C1′), Q1′, S1′), …, 
RFTm(Xk(Cm′), Qm′, Sm′) according to 
GRST(MUF)<Xk(CS)>={RTT1, …, RFTm }. INF holds that 

(1) |X(C)|=n; 
(2) Xk(Ci) ⊆ Xk(Ci′), Xk(C) is the k-th category 

sequence of X(C); 
(3) Q1=…= Qm= Q; 
(4) Si = φ; 
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j, Xk(Ci) ⊆ Xk(C), Xk(CSi′)∩Xk(CSj′)= 

φ, ∪Xk(CSi) = Xk(C), ∪Xk(CSi′) = Xk(C′), and the induced-
axis fragmentation is denoted as GRS(INF)<T>={RF1, …, 
RFn}, where T = {RFT1, …, RFTm}. 

The MUF and the INF are satisfied with the intrinsic 
restrictions. The proofs are omitted for the sake of the 
length limitation. 

IV. RESOURCE SPACE MODELING LANGUAGE 

The design principles are as follows: 
• Easy-to-use. The language notations denote critical 

modeling concepts. The UML rendering, from a well-
known modeling community, is employed to lower 
the learning threshold. 

• Consistent with the aforementioned developing 
perspectives. These notations are familiar to RS 
designers. 

• Connect syntax to semantics. A rigidly-defined 
modeling language guarantees accurate 
transformation from logic models to physical 
schemata. 

A. Metamodel and UML Profile 
• The RSM metamodel is the abstract syntax. 

Accordingly the concrete syntax and the semantic 
mapping can be established to form a complete 
language. The process of metamodeling contains 
seven steps. 

• Identification of the techniques in the method.Graph 
Type= {Resource Space Model}. 

• Identification of object types.Object Type= 
{Modeling Element, Resource Space, Axis, Category, 
Metadata, Resource Instance, Literal, View, String, 
Term}. 

• Determination of properties for each object type. 
Properties for object types = {<Resource Space, 
{name}>,<Axis, {name}>, < Category, {name}>, 
<View, {name}>}. 

• Determination of the relationships. 
• Relationship types ={Inheritance, Axis Aggregation, 

Category Aggregation, Orthoronaling, Independent, 
Describe, Deduce, Manage}. 

• Determination of the roles. 
• Role types = {Specialization, Generalization, 
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Describe, Is described, Manage, Is managed, Deduce, 
Derive, Independenting, Is independent, 
Orthogonaling. Is orthogonal, Axis Whole, Axis Part, 
Category Whole, Category Part}. 

• Determination of the RSM metamodel (see Figure 2). 
 

Figure 2.   Resource Space Metamodel 

• Analysis and evaluation of the metamodel. 

TABLE I.  
THE FEATURE MAPPING BETWEEN THE UML PROFILE AND RSM 

RS Model 
Feature 

UML 
Feature 

UML Profile Stereotype 

Resource 
Space 
 

Package <<RSMPackage>> 
Class <<RSMSpace>> 

Resource 
Space name 

Class Name - 

Resource 
Space 
metadata 

Attributes - 

Axis Class <<RSMAxis>> 
Category Attribute - 
Axis 
relationship 

Association <<Axis>> 

View Derived classg <<RSMView>> 
Derive 
relationship 

Dependency <<Derive>> 

Instance Object <<RSMResourceinstance>>
Resource 
Instance 
metadata 

Attributes - 

In practice, the metamodeling is an iterative process to 
analyze, test, and trade off alternative designs. With the 
metamodel, an UML profile is the concrete syntax for the 
modeling language (see Table I). The stereotypes on the 
UML model structures re-explain meanings according to 
the RSM. Derived from a well-known modeling 
community, the UML profile lowers the leaning threshold 
for designers. 

B. The Semantics Mapping 
The RS modeling language RSML is a 4-tuple RSML<O, 

LRSM, OSRSM, MRSM, IRSM>, where 
- O: an ontology concept set. 
- LRSM: syntax, is consisted of axis-category set {Ai = 
{(Ci1, …,  Cim)}}, i=1, …, n. 
- OSRSM: semantic domain as a semantic object set, and 
OSRSM  ⊆ 2O. 
- MRSM: semantic mapping function, written MRSM: 
<SynRSM>→P<OS>, where P denotes the power set 
construction, and P<OS>⊆ 2O. 
- IRSM: RS instance set. For ∀inst∈ IRSM , and A × C → 

P<OS>∃(P<OSC1>, …, P<OSCn>)∈P<OSA×C>, for any 
axis Xi = {(Ci1, …, Cip)}, IRSM: A × C → P<OS>, i.e., 
IRSM(Xi, Cij)∈ 2O where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ p. 

TABLE II.  
THE SEMANTIC MAPPING 

UML Profile Stereotype The Semantic mapping Function 

<<RSMSpace>> 
<<RSMSpace>>: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpace) 

<<RSMProfile>> 
<<RSMProfile>>: 
OS→P (ObjResourceSpaceProfile) 

<<RSMSpace>>.Metadata 
<<RSMSpgace>>.Metadata: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpace(Metadata)) 

<<RSMSpace>>.Name 
<<RSMSpace>>.Name: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpace(Name)) 

<<RSMAxis>> <<RSMAxis>>:OS→P (ObjAxis) 

<<RSMAxis>>.Name 
<<RSMAxis>>.Name: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpace(Name)) 

<<RSMAxis>>.Category
<<RSMAxis>>.Category: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpace(Category)) 

<<Axis>> 
<<Axis>>: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpace×ObjAxis) 

<<RSMResourceinstance>>
<<RSMResourceinstance>>: 
OS→P(ObjResourceSpaceinstace) 

<<RSMView>> 
<<RSMView>>: 
OS→P(ObjRSMView) 

<<RSMView>>.Name 
<<RSMView>>.Name: 
OS→P(ObjRSMView(Name)) 

<<RSMView>>.Category <<RSMView>>.Category:OS→P(
ObjRSMView(Category)) 

 

C. Mapping UML to RS View Schema 
We propose the modeling language for designing logic 

models of the RS view and a XML schema for 
implementing the physical counterparts. The mapping 
between the logic models and the XML schemata enables 
the realize transformation from logic models to view 
schemata. The transformation algorithm together with the 
validity checking algorithm is proposed. 

Algorithm 1. Validating a RS logic model 

Boolean ValidChecker(collection: logic model) 
{ Boolean Validflag=false; 

//Take the class with stereotype "RSMSpace" as root 
Content Collection 
if (exists(self->select(class|class.stereotype="RSMSpace")); 
{ 

Class RSMSpace= 
collection->select(class.subclass|class.stereotype="RSMSpace"); 

   Content RSMSpace 
  //Check the validity of root class 
  if (exists(self::metadata) and exists(self::Name)) 
           Validflag =true; 
  else  
          return Validflag; 
  if (not exists(axis))  

return Validflag; 
//Check the validity of each axis 
iterate if (not (axis::stereotype="RSMAxis" and exists(axis::name) 
and exists(axis.subclass::category)))  

return false; 
End 

} 
End 
return Validflag; 

} 
 

Algorithm 2. Transforming a RS logic model into a view schema 
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Model2Schema(collection: logic model) 
{  if  (ValidChecker(collection)) 

{  
//Initiating primitive framework of RS View Schema 
RSSchema schema=InitiateRSSchema();  
Content Collection 

//Establishing reference to imported RS Schemata in target schema 
Set source=collection->forAll(package->import); 
iterate source 

try importedSchemataToReference on 
source.forEach() <~> schema->importedSchema(); 

//Take the class with stereotype "RSMSpace" as root 
if (exists(self->select(class|class.stereotype="RSMSpace")); 
{ 

Class RSMSpace = collection->select(class | class.stereotype 
="RSMSpace"); 

Content RSMSpace 
//Transforming the RSMSpace class into component in RS view 
schema 

try AttributeToElement on 
          self :: name <~> schema :: Name; 

try AttributeToElement on 
          self :: metadata <~> schema :: Metadata; 

if (not exists(axis)) throwException; 
//Transforming each axis into component in RS view schema 
Set sourceSet->initial(); 
iterate forAll(axis)->forEach(){     

   try AttributeToElement on 
    { 

self :: name <~> schema :: axes->AxisElement(); 
self :: name <~> schema :: axes->SimpleType(); 

simpleElement axis =  
schema :: axes-> currentAxisElement(); 

forEach(self :: attribute) self :: attribute <~>  
axis->SimpleType().AddItem(); 

} 
//Associating derived category with sources 
iterate forAll(axis::attribute)->forEach(){ 

String name = self->name(); 
iterate forAll(derive.axis)->foreach() { 

iterate forAll(self::attribute)->foreach() 
if (self->name()=name) { 
  sourceSet->add(derive->source()); 
  break; 
} 

} 
if (isEmpty(sourceSet)) throwException; 
try AttributeToElement on { 
 self :: name <~> schema ->ComplexType(); 

forEach (sourceSet) self <~>  
schema -> ComplexType().AddItem(); 

} 
} 

} 
End 

} 
End 

} 
} 

V. DEVELOPING METHOD 

A. Principles 
• Easy-to-perform. The designers can easily construct 

the resource subject trees, derive the views from RSs. 
• The top-down strategy. The design goal and the 

resource scope should be identified. Accordingly, 
relevant ontology and domain models would be 
obvious. 

• The bottom-up strategy. Viewpoints compel the 
subject vocabulary to be extended to cover every 
viewpoint. 

• The tool support. 
 

B. Method process 
• The goal and scope analysis 
To specify the design goal and demarcate the resource 

scope for the target systems, the competency questions 
extract scrappy knowledge from domain experts. These 
questions cover the target system. The goal and the 
resource scope guide the designers to choose relevant 
ontology and domain models to construct the primitive 
subject vocabulary. Accordingly, legacy RSs are 
collected and reorganized to form resource viewpoints. 

• The primitive subject vocabulary 
The vocabulary is used to mark resource viewpoints 

and construct the subject tree. While some subjects can 
be selected from relevant ontology and domain models, 
the others can be obtained by refining competency 
questions. 

• The top-down viewpoint mining 
The goal and the resource scope make relevant RSs 

obvious. The resource fragmentation guides to reorganize 
RSs into views. 

A modeling tool, based on an open-source UML 
modeling tool, is provided to implement the RS modeling 
language [2]. It supports view construction, and realizes 
the transformation from logic models into physical 
schemata (see Figure 3). A RS is valid if any axes finely 
classify each other [5, 12, 14]. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Modeling a RS View 

TABLE III.  
THE SEMANTIC ORTHOGONAL MATRIX 

Semantic Orthogonal Matrix Fine Classification Matrix 

 
A i 

A 1 2 … n Ci1 Ci2 … Cil 

1 1 1 1 1 

Aj

C j1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 C j2 1 1 1 1 
… 1 1 1 1 … 1 1 1 1 
n 1 1 1 1 C jm 1 1 1 1 

A: axis, C: category. 

Accordingly, this tool implements the semantic 
orthogonal matrix (see Table III). To the right side of 
Table III, the fine classification matrix judges whether all 
categories on an axis finely partition all categories on 
another axis. It checks category independence since any 
category name collision is obvious on this matrix [5, 12, 
14]. For example, if the k-th raw vector takes (1, … 1) as 
its value, it indicates that the categories on the axis i 
finely partition the k-th category on the axis j. For a RS 
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(or view) with n axes, the number of fine classification 
matrix for each axis-pair is n(n-1)/2. If each cell value of 
the axis pair matrix (axis i, axis j) is 1, the cell (i, j) on the 
semantic orthogonal matrix is 1, saying the axis i and the 
axis j finely classifies each other. If each cell value of the 
orthogonal matrix is 1, the RS (or view) is valid. 
• The bottom-up vocabulary extension 

New subject terms should be added if the primitive 
subject vocabulary is inadequate to cover all viewpoint 
topics. 
• The resource subject tree 

The construction of a subject tree consists of 
constructing a backbone subject tree and extending this 
tree with the association relationship. To construct the 
backbone subject tree is to specify the broader / narrower 
relationship among the subjects [6]. It results in a subject 
hierarch. The backbone tree provides a reference for 
building the hierarchies of knowledge representation and 
enables navigation on this generalization hierarchy. For 
∀(pi, pj)∈E, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, i≠j, the broader/narrower 
relationship was used to build the hierarchy, where pi is 
broader in subject meaning than pi. Most subject Si in the 
tree is selected from the formal ontology set  O and SDi is 
the lingual subject description for Si. With the intuitive 
but formal subject tree and the equivalent natural 
language, this bi-modal enables a unified way catering to 
human perceptions as well as being machine-processable. 
To reflect the correlative relationships such as similarity, 
the backbone tree is further extended to add the 
association relationships. 

 
Figure 4.   SKOS Graph for the Resource Subject Tree 

The Simple knowledge organization system SKOS 
implements the subject tree [4] (see Figure 4.). As a 
framework of content subjects for human and machine, 
The SKOS promotes semantic interoperability in the 
interconnection environment. 
• Viewpoints assembly 

The viewpoints are attached to the subject tree. 
• Subject tree interconnection network 

The associations among the resource tour systems are 
established to form the subject tree interconnection 
network. CF and CR indicate the relationship between 
two tour systems. 

VI. CASE STUDY 

As an empirical case of the proposed approach, a 
resource viewpoint dependent networked system has been 
developed. The viewpoint tour system for the scientific 
research is the principal part of the system. It forms a 
networked environment for cooperation research in 
Computer Science. With the top-down strategy, a 
competency question list and relevant domain ontologies 
were specified. For the subject vocabulary, most terms 
come from the AKT CS Ontology and the ACM 
Computing Classification System [1, 3]. The rest terms 
were extracted from competency questions. The resource 
scope guides gathering legacy RSs and deriving views. 

Figure 5.   Defining view according to resource fragmentation 

The MOF as the application pattern guides the view 
construction. The RS view Grid_reviewer as the global 
GRS(X(C), Q, S) was partitioned into three detached 
logical fragments from RSs Central_reviewer,  North_ 
reviewer and East_ reviewer (see Figure 5). With the 
same schema, these RSs record the information of 
reviewers within the regions: North China r1, Central 
China r2  and East China r3. The Grid_reviewer provides 
a unified resource viewpoint covering these regions.  
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Figure 6.  Tree browsing and unstructured browsing 

The max fan-out number for a node is limited to 9. 
Since the number of nodes is 99, the height for the full 
tree would be 4. The actual height for the tree is 10. To 
estimate the efficiency of the subject tree for viewpoint 
location, 20 applications concerning 20 viewpoints are 
prepared to compare the unstructured browse and the tree 
browse with the same vocabulary. In total 10 volunteers 
are equally divided into two groups to browse the 
unstructured subjects and the subject tree respectively. 
Each group was assigned with the same 6 randomly 
selected applications. Figure 6 illustrates the browse steps 
of every participator per task, and the mean browse steps 
per task for two browse approaches. The result indicates 
that, for the same task, the maximum individual 
difference is 39 and the mean individual difference is 17. 
While the minimum group difference per task is 59, the 
mean group difference is 85.2. 

TABLE IV.  
THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN THE TWO SYSTEMS 

 
App 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 UN T VR 

C
S 

KN 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 15   

Ex 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 29 99 0.293

C
ul

tu
re

 KN 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 8   

Ex 3 4 3 4 3 5 3 4 4 12 45 0.267

Collaboration Frequency:  9 Covering Ratio: 0.28 
App: application, UN: unique node, T: Total Number, VR: Visit Ratio, 
KN: Key Node, Ex: Extension 

 

Figure 7. The interconnected system and viewpoint browsing tools 

The resource tour system for the historical culture is 
another part of the networked system. Many applications 
involve in CS research and historical culture 
simultaneously. The associations among the tour systems 
form an overlay and widen the range of resource sharing. 
9 applications were found involved in these two tour 
systems simultaneously (see Table IV). The collaboration 
frequency for their association is 9. 

The visit ratio for the CS tour system is 0.293 and the 
visit ratio for the culture tour system is 0.267. The 
covering ratio for the association is 0.28. The association 
between two tour systems is denoted as association (9, 
0.28) (see Figure 7). Developed with Java language and 
MySql database, our tools for browsing the subject trees 
and resource viewpoints are illustrated in Figure 7. Users 
operate on these tools to browse viewpoints and observe 
information in Cyber-physical Society [14]. 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The interconnected system is the trend of future 
software. The research of the interconnected resource 
viewpoint system assimilates the research fruits in the 
interconnection environment [7, 8, 9, 10]. Our 
interconnected system promotes forming an 
interconnected environment that presents these traits. 
Compared with the state-of-the-art of RS, our flexible 
reuse mechanism of legacy RSs owns the trait of low cost. 
The subject tree is easy-to-use since it owns the explicit 
semantics and intuitive navigation concerning human 
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cognition. The strategy of the resource viewpoint 
organization is easy-to-spread and sticky since it can 
easily spreads within the RSM society and makes users 
easier to locate resources [11, 12]. Our contribution 
includes that for the first time proposing a method for the 
development of the interconnected resource viewpoint 
system and advancing a flexible reuse mechanism of 
legacy RSs according to the idiosyncratic interests of 
users. It reduces costly rework, makes a RS applicable to 
a wider range and promotes the RS centric resource 
sharing. The application indicates that our method 
promoting establishing an interconnected system with a 
higher efficiency and usability than unstructured 
approach in the resource browsing. 
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